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This article extends the conceptual knowledge of average relative subjective age in organizations by exploring organizational-level antecedents and consequences of employees, on average, feeling younger than their chronological age. We draw from the theories of selection-optimization-compensation and socioemotional selectivity to build a theoretical framework for relative subjective age in organizations. We hypothesize that companies in which employees, on average, perceive themselves to be younger than they actually are have a higher average individual goal accomplishment and, in turn, experience higher company performance. We further hypothesize that employees’ average experience of high work-related meaning relates to a lower subjective age in organizations. In addition, we assess the role of environmental dynamism and age-inclusive human resource management as moderators in this theoretical model. Through empirically testing this model in a multisource dataset, including 107 companies with 15,164 participating employees, we received support for the hypothesized relationships. Our results contribute to current debates in the scientific literature on age and have important practical implications in light of the demographic changes faced by many companies. This research indicates to both researchers and practitioners that it is not employees’ chronological age but their subjective age, a factor that can be influenced, which drives organizational performance outcomes.
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“Age is not how old you are, but how old you feel” (Garcia Marquez, 2007, p. 60). Subjective age is individuals’ experience of being of a certain age and may be higher, lower, or equal to their chronological age (e.g., Barak, 2009; Barak & Stern, 1986). Because feeling younger than chronological age has been related to increased health, vitality, and productivity (Montepare, 2009; Stephan, Chalabaev, Kotter-Grühn, & Jaconelli, 2013), subjective age may be of interest in relation to employee behavior in organizations. Unfortunately, most research thus far on subjective age has been done among older adults (i.e., 65 years and older; Montepare, 2009), whereas organizational scholars have focused on chronological rather than subjective age (e.g., Ng & Feldman, 2008, 2010). Knowledge of the role of employees’ subjective age for organizational behavior and outcomes is therefore limited. Following organizational scholars’ recent calls to go beyond chronological age (Heckhausen, Wrosch, & Schulz, 2010; Kooij, de Lange, Jansen, & Dikkers, 2013; Schwall, 2012), and considering that both countries (Peeters & Groot, 2012) and organizations (Toossi, 2012) face an increasingly older workforce, we aim in this study to obtain theoretical and empirical insight into the occurrence, antecedents, and consequences of subjective age in organizations.

Subjective age is the conclusion of a process in which individuals anchor and adjust their personal age perceptions in comparison with their chronological age. In this process, they may use personal characteristics such as perceived health, events such as birthdays and retirement, as well as benchmarks of their life stage and internal models of development (Montepare, 2009). In an organizational context, anchors and benchmarks are provided by the organization’s age norms, representing people’s shared beliefs about the typical ages of employees at a certain position (Lawrence, 2004). In addition, organizational processes of collective sensemaking (Mautes & Christianson, 2014) social comparison (Greenberg, Ashton-James, & Ashkanasy, 2007), and attraction-selection attrition cycles (Schneider, 1987) may influence how organizational members experience their subjective age. Thus, although personal factors shape the individual’s experience of subjective age, considerable overlap may exist in the extent to
which subjective age differs from chronological age among employees in an organization. Therefore, as suggested by Lawrence (2004), how old you feel also depends on where you work. We therefore conceptualize relative subjective age on the collective level as the average differences between the employees’ perceived subjective age and their chronological age throughout an organization.

Two theoretical perspectives help us understand how average relative subjective age relates to organizational outcomes. First, selection, optimization, and compensation theory (SOC; Baltes & Baltes, 1990) suggests that over the life span, the extent to which employee behavior is shaped by a “growth and promotion orientation” will decrease, and the extent to which it is shaped by a “maintenance and prevention orientation” will increase (Ebner, Freund, & Baltes, 2006; Kooij et al., 2013). Second, socioemotional selectivity theory (SST; Carstensen, Isaacowitz, & Charles, 1999) explains that during the life span, individuals’ time perspective shifts from an unlimited to a limited future time perspective, which in turn influences the extent to which they focus on new opportunities (Zacher & Frese, 2009; Zacher & Frese, 2011). Although both SOC and SST have been primarily assessed in relation to chronological rather than subjective age, their logic suggests that when employees through an organization perceive to be on average younger than their chronological age, they will sustain a growth and maintenance orientation, as well as an open future time perspective, for a longer period of time. Both are key prerequisites to invest in instrumental performance-related goal accomplishment. Increased individual goal accomplishment of all employees, in turn, can be expected to increase the overall company performance (Huselid, 1995).

In a dynamic external environment, employees may need such growth- and promotion-oriented behavior even more to achieve their goals (Pulakos, Dorsey, & White, 2006). Our reasoning thus suggests that the relationships of average relative subjective age with average individual goal accomplishment and company performance should be even more pronounced in more dynamic environments. Therefore, we assess environmental dynamism as a moderator of these relationships.

Based on our prior reasoning that the organizational context shapes employees’ subjective age, we find it relevant to also investigate antecedents of relative subjective age in organizations. Lawrence’s (2004) work on age norms suggests that employees adjust their subjective age by comparing themselves with a set of age norms and age stereotypes present in their organization (see also Barnes-Farrell & Piotrowski, 1991). We reason that a key organizational input factor for such comparisons is the work content, and specifically, the perceived meaningfulness of the performed tasks (Thomas & Velthouse, 1990). When employees perceive their task as highly meaningful, this may be expected to increase organization-based satisfaction and overall optimism, which has been related to a lower relative subjective age (Teuscher, 2009).

If this theoretical argumentation holds true, the relationship between average work-related meaning and average relative subjective age should be even more pronounced if so-called age-inclusive human resource (HR) practices (Boehm, Kunze, & Bruch, 2014) are executed in companies. Age-inclusive HR practices are specific HR management practices that ensure that all employees, irrespectively of their age, can develop their knowledge skills and abilities, can be equally motivated, and have the same opportunities to contribute to organizational goals (Boehm et al., 2014). Such age-inclusive HR practices create a climate of positive age diversity throughout the company (Boehm et al., 2014). This will make negative age stereotypes and age norms less important criteria for employees’ subjective age formation, and should thus favor the relationship between average work-related meaning and average relative subjective age. In sum, we develop and test a new theoretical model on the antecedents and consequences of average relative subjective age in organizations, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Theory and Hypotheses

Relative Subjective Age in Organizations

Subjective age refers to an individual experience of being of a certain age and can, therefore, be different from a person’s chronological age. For understanding the way in which subjective age can shape subsequent behaviors, researchers have often assessed
the difference between a person’s subjective and chronological age (i.e., Barnes-Farrell & Piotrowski, 1989; Guiot, 2001; Stephan, Demulier, & Terracciano, 2012). This “relative subjective age” contains key information about a person’s self-image and age identity (Barak, 1998), which subsequently relates to individual attitudes and behavior (Teuscher, 2009).

Several empirical studies have shown that most people experience themselves to be younger than their chronological age, with the exception of people under 25 years, who often experience themselves as older (Galambos, Turner, & Tilton-Weaver, 2005; Rubin & Berntsen, 2006). This observation is in line with researchers’ theorizing that a younger relative subjective age can be seen “as a special case of self-enhancement, since to feel, look, and act young is generally considered to be something positive” (Teuscher, 2009, p. 23; see also Guiot, 2001). Studies have shown that such age-related self-enhancement may have benefits in terms of health, vitality, and productivity (Montepare, 2009; Stephan et al., 2012). A desire for self-enhancement in general is also prevalent in many organizations (Dutton, Dukerich, & Harquail, 1994; Pfeffer & Fong, 2005).

Various organizational aspects contribute to shaping an employee’s relative subjective age. First, organization-specific age norms, or “people’s shared beliefs about the typical ages of individuals within a given position” (Lawrence, 2004, p. 991), provide a benchmark for people to determine their relative subjective age. For example, employees who make significant career progress after their fiftieth birthday might experience that their organization departs from common age norms that organizational careers have to be made in one’s middle age (i.e., 30–50 years).

Second, collective sensemaking (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014) and social comparison (Greenberg et al., 2007) processes provide a setting in which employees start to interpret their relative subjective age in a similar way. For example, over time employees will start to compare their subjective age identities with those in a similar chronological age group in their organization and also start to feel and behave younger or older compared with their chronological age based on these collectively agreed organizational age standards. Third, through cycles of attraction, selection, and attrition (ASA; Schneider, 1987) organization-specific interpretations of subjective age may become embedded in organizational processes because organizations will attract, recruit, and select employees who fit in their relative subjective age identities.

Average Relative Subjective Age and Average Individual Goal Accomplishment

For the first hypothesis, we argue that the average level of relative subjective age is positively related to the average level of employees’ goal achievement in organizations based on SOC (Baltes & Baltes, 1990) and SST theories (Carstensen et al., 1999). SOC theory proposes that people’s motivational focus and choice for allocation of core resources in their work life gradually shifts from a growth and development orientation in younger years to a maintenance and loss-reduction orientation later on (Kooij et al., 2013; Kooij, De Lange, Jansen, Kanfer, & Dikkers, 2011). Although SOC researchers have mostly used chronological age in their assessments, the underlying logic suggests it is people’s perception about their age that drives effects on subsequent behavior. This implies that employees with a lower relative subjective age should stay longer in the growth and maintenance phase and allocate their resources more often to the achievement of instrumental goals, compared with employees with a higher relative subjective age.

SST provides an additional theoretical argument, building on the notion of “future time perspective” (Carstensen et al., 1999). Researchers have illustrated that people typically perceive an open-ended future time perspective in younger years and a limited future time perspective in older years (Zacher & Frese, 2009; Zacher & Frese, 2011), which, for example, leads to lower interest of older employees in development and training opportunities (Ng & Feldman, 2012). Also for SST, researchers have typically used chronological age as the dimension for assessing when people should be classified as “young” or “old,” although the underlying logic suggests that age (also) needs to be experienced for driving the effects. Thus, employees with a lower relative subjective age may perceive that a significant part of their work life is still ahead of them compared with those with a higher relative subjective age. Employees with a lower relative subjective age would, therefore, invest comparatively more resources in achieving instrumental goals, whereas employees with a higher relative subjective age would put more resources into social goals, such as good social relationships, because those are immediately rewarding (Carstensen et al., 1999; Gielen, Zacher, & Frese, 2012; Lang & Carstensen, 2002).

The nature and effects of SOC and SST mechanisms on how employees pursue goals and invest resources can be expected to become relatively similar over time within an organization. First, specific age norms (Lawrence, 1988, 2004) tend to develop in organizations, thus affecting the relative subjective age and, in turn, also the average SOC and SST behaviors, which should thus differ considerably between companies. For example, within a high-tech start-up, subjective age norms may dictate that employees experience themselves to be young, dynamic, and “a kid at heart.” Second, through processes of collective sensemaking (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014) and social comparison (Greenberg et al., 2007), employees assess and adjust their subjective age in relation to others in the same chronological age group and then adjust their SOC and SST related behaviors accordingly. Third, ASA mechanisms (Schneider, 1987) will favor the selection and retention of employees with a similar relative subjective age, which should, over time, lead to workforces with similar SOC- and SST-related behaviors based on their age identities.

Finally, a low relative-subjective age might not only affect goal accomplishment behaviors throughout the company through the cognitive adaption processes of older and middle-aged employees, but also through social processes that favor average goal accomplishment behaviors might be intensified. This might in particular affect the performance of young employees (i.e., below 25 years) within the company, even though this age group typically perceives a higher or equal subjective than chronological age (Galambos et al., 2005). In many organizations, these young employees are often stereotypically labeled key performing employees with the most promising career and development opportunities of all age groups in an organization (Posthuma & Campion, 2009). When middle- and older-aged employees with a lower subjective age challenge this role and position of the chronologically young employees, these young employees may have to invest extra effort in goal achievement to sustain their position. As a consequence,
we further suggest that young employees might show higher levels of goal accomplishment in companies with an overall low relative subjective age. Based on this overall line of argument, we suggest the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 1:** Average relative subjective age is negatively related to average individual goal accomplishment in companies.

### The Moderating Role of Environmental Dynamism

Extending our prior theorizing, we are now proposing that the relationship between average relative subjective age and the average goal accomplishment of employees in companies may depend on organizational context factors, and specifically, the degree of environmental dynamism. Environmental dynamism refers to the amount of change and the level of predictability of change in the external environment of a company (Dess & Robinson, 1984). Highly dynamic environments may be characterized, for example, by fluctuation in customer preferences, short product life cycles, and constant change of production methods (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, & Volberda, 2006). Companies operating in highly dynamic environments might especially require that their employees of all chronological age groups invest high levels of resources to reach their instrumental goals, because these dynamic situations require that employees remain cognitively and emotionally flexible and willing to invest in knowledge acquisition to ensure goal accomplishment (Pulakos, Arad, Donovan, & Plamondon, 2000; Pulakos et al., 2006). As a consequence, based on the reasoning from SOC theory (Baltes, & Baltes, 1990), if on average the employees have a strong promotion-oriented focus, they might be better able to deal with such challenges. In addition, also an open-end future time perspective, as proposed by the SST theory (Carstensen et al., 1999) for relatively young employees, should be especially helpful for reaching high levels of individual goals in companies operating in dynamic environments. As such, employees in companies with a relative low subjective age might have a stronger motivation and better perceived capabilities to handle challenging situations in a dynamic environment and thus a higher chance to reach their individual goals.

If, in contrast, the external environment of the company is more stable, a higher relative subjective organizational age, with employees throughout a company focusing their behavior more on prevention and maintenance as well as on achieving goals that are more emotionally satisfying, might be sufficient to at least not experience any performance losses. As a consequence, in more stable environments, it might be sufficient for aging employees to show their age-conforming behavior (i.e., prevention and maintenance focus; focus on emotionally rewarding goals) to reach their individual goals. In sum, we thus propose the following moderation hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 2:** Environmental dynamism moderates the relationship between average relative subjective age and average individual goal accomplishment such that the relationship is only significant when environmental dynamism is high and nonsignificant when environmental dynamism is low.

### Average Individual Goal Accomplishment and Company Performance

Following the idea that “people make the place” (Schneider, 1987) in organizations and that the workforce is one of the most important factors driving a company’s performance (Huselid, 1995; Yukl, 2008), we argue that the average goal accomplishment of employees can be expected to be a core driver of overall company performance. That is, when employees throughout the company show increased productive behavior expressed through high levels of goal accomplishment, it should relate positively to the general performance levels of these companies. Following this logic, we propose the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 3:** Average individual goal accomplishment is positively related to company performance.

### Indirect Relationship Between Average Relative Subjective Age and Company Performance

Combining the theoretical arguments we have developed so far, we argue that the average individual goal accomplishment functions as a mediator between average relative subjective age and overall company performance. More specifically, we propose that it requires a “behavioral step” to translate the growth and promotion orientation (Kooij et al., 2013) and the open-end future time perspective (Zacher & Frese, 2009) of relatively younger employees into better general productivity of the whole company. The average level of goal accomplishment should be such a behavioral mechanism that puts the perceived better cognitive potentials of relative younger employees into concrete action that increases the overall company performance. Taking these arguments together, we propose the two following hypotheses about the indirect relationship between average relative subjective age and company performance.

**Hypothesis 4a:** Average relative subjective age is indirectly related to company performance through the mediation of average individual goal accomplishment.

**Hypothesis 4b:** Environmental dynamism moderates the indirect relationship between average relative subjective age and company performance mediated through average individual goal accomplishment, such that the indirect effect is significant for high levels of environmental dynamism and nonsignificant for low levels of environmental dynamism.

### Average Work-Related Meaning and Average Relative Subjective Age

Given the expected organizational performance consequences of average relative subjective age, we are also interested in obtaining insight into antecedents that shape age discrepancies in organizations. Experimental studies in the gerontology literature have shown that antecedents, such as perceived health (Hubley & Russell, 2009) and socioeconomic status (Barrett, 2003), affect age identities.

For work settings, Barnes-Farrell and Piotrowski (1989), argued, in line with our theoretical propositions from Hypothesis 1, that the discrepancies between employees’ chronological age and...
subjective age could be explained through their perceptions of alignment or misalignment with common-age stereotypes or age norms. Numerous studies have illustrated that many, and often negative, age stereotypes exist in the workplace that associate aging with a decline of work-related abilities and performance (i.e., Posthumus & Campion, 2009). Although these stereotypes are often proved to be empirically unfounded (Ng & Feldman, 2012), they restrict aging workers opportunities regarding training, promotion, and career development (Rosen & Jerdee, 1976) and thus may lead to assignments of less challenging and meaningful tasks to them. This should be worrisome, as Barnes-Farrell and Piotrowski (1989) argue that “interesting, involving work tasks may slow the perception of aging” (p. 377).

As a consequence, we argue that average work-related meaning, defined as “value of work goal or purpose, judged in relation to an individual’s own ideals or standards” (Spreitzer, 1995, p. 1443), is negatively related to the average relative subjective age in companies. In particular, we propose that, if employees perceive their work as meaningful, it should lower their subjective age perceptions in relation to their chronological age, no matter whether they are young or old. As a result, aging employees with meaningful tasks should perceive a large gap between common negative age stereotypes and organizational age norms (i.e., aging workers have less potential and get assigned to lower-status jobs with less purpose) for their age group and their own age identity perception, which should lead to an overall lower relative subjective age.

We would assume that the average perceived meaning should differ between companies and that some companies (i.e., a small IT start-up company) should have meaningful tasks for most of its employees, while other companies (i.e., a rather large and bureaucratic automotive supplier) might have a larger number of less meaningful jobs (i.e., administrative and routinized production tasks) to which especially aging employees might be assigned before they enter early retirement programs. Based on these arguments, we think it is plausible to propose an organizational-level relationship between work-related meaning and relative subjective age:

Hypothesis 5: Average work-related meaning is negatively related to average relative subjective age in companies.

The Moderation of Age-Inclusive HR Practices

Building on our theoretical logic from the prior hypothesis about how average work-related meaning relates to average relative subjective age, we also suggest that specific age-related HR practices are an important boundary condition for this relationship. In particular, we argue that the psychographic measure (Teuscher, 2009) of average work-related meaning is only relevant for the average relative subjective age within a company if age-inclusive HR practices support it. Age-inclusive HR practices are specific HR management practices, which ensure that all employees irrespective of their age develop their knowledge skills and abilities, become equally motivated, and receive the same opportunity to contribute to organizational goals (Boehm et al., 2014). Researchers have shown that such HR practices are related to organizational performance through a positive age-diversity climate as a mediator (Boehm et al., 2014).

Within our theoretical model, we propose that age-inclusive HR measures should favor the hypothesized effect of average work-related meaning because they create a climate to support age diversity and prevent the age-based biases (especially those against older employees) that are apparent in many companies (Kunze, Boehm, & Bruch, 2011). If there is no age-related discrimination (i.e., such as by offering training opportunities to all employees, including those of higher age) and if an overall age-inclusive climate is present within a company, negative self-perceptions regarding an employee’s personal age should further decrease. In companies in which employees are less confronted with age-based stereotypes and discrimination, they should be less prone to consider such negative age-stereotypes as a base for defining their age identity. As a consequence, employees will depart from a more positive age-concept to form their own subjective age in relation to their chronological age. In these companies, a purposeful and meaningful task will thus allow them to define an even lower their subjective age identity compared with companies, which constantly confronts their employees with age-biased work environments expressed through age-biased HR measures. Thus, we assume that the positive effect of work-related meaning on relative subjective age is bound to occur only in companies with age-inclusive HR practices.

If no age-inclusive HR practices are present, age-based discriminatory behavior is likely to happen within the company, and age-based stereotypes should get more apparent and obvious, increasing the risk that they negatively influence employees’ relative subjective age. Thus, through institutionalized actions and behaviors, members of this company might constantly perceive that their age affects their career and reward potentials. As a result, employees would be less able to develop a self-concept of a subjective age that differs from the existing negative age-stereotypes, which might cancel out the positive effect of work-related meaning on relative subjective age. Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 6: Age-inclusive HR practices moderate the relationship between average work-related meaning and average relative subjective age such that the relationship is significant when the age-inclusive HR practices are high and nonsignificant when age-inclusive HR practices are low.

Method

Sample

Data for this study was collected as part of a larger research project.¹ For this study, we used data from 107 companies who agreed to participate and provided sufficient information on the study’s variables. For their participation, they received a benchmarking report about their applied HR practices. The sampled companies had on average 292 employees (SD = 506) and represented five main industry sectors: production (22%), wholesale (11%), retail (4%), service (56%), and finance (10%).

To control for a common source bias (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012), we had three unique data sources: (a) a survey of all employees, (b) a survey of the top HR representatives in each company, and (c) a survey of the top management. We added control variables to the analysis of the hypotheses that might influence the results, such as employees’ age, gender, work experience, and education. We performed a multiple regression analysis to test the hypotheses. The 107 companies had on average 292 employees (SD = 506) and represented five main industry sectors: production (22%), wholesale (11%), retail (4%), service (56%), and finance (10%).

¹ Two other studies (Kunze, Boehm, & Bruch, 2013; Raes, Bruch, & De Jong, 2013) have used the same data set.
company, and (c) a survey of members of the top management team. First, all employees received a standardized e-mail invitation from their HR department, which described the study purpose and redirected them to a Web-based survey page where they could fill out the survey. The information about the demographics (i.e., age, subjective age, and tenure), as well on the percentage of goals accomplished, was captured from all employees, whereas the information about the work-related meaning was only collected from a randomly selected 25% within each company to reduce the number of questions that each member had to answer. Overall, we surveyed 15,164 employees representing a within-company sample of employees. Two employees were randomly selected within each company to reduce the formation about the work-related meaning was only collected from the first half of the given year (0–100%). Again, these individual answers were averaged as an additive model (Chan, 1998) on the organizational level.

To assess the level of goals accomplished, we used one item, which asked each employee how many individual goals agreed upon with his or her direct supervisor he or she reached in the first half of the given year (0–100%). Again, these individual answers were averaged as an additive model (Chan, 1998) on the organizational level.

Average individual goal accomplishment (ICC1 = .02, p < .001; ICC2 = .62; median r_wg = .61). To assess the level of goals accomplished, we used one item, which asked each employee how many individual goals agreed upon with his or her direct supervisor he or she reached in the first half of the given year (0–100%). Again, these individual answers were averaged as an additive model (Chan, 1998) on the organizational level.

Second, the top HR representative in each company was asked to describe specific HR practices (i.e., age-inclusive HR practices), environmental dynamism, and several control variables (i.e., industry affiliation, company size, staff shortage, economic situation, and absenteeism days per employee). The HR representatives were, on average, 45 years old, had an average organizational tenure of 11 years, and were mostly male (67%).

Third, we captured information on the overall company performance from the members of the top management team in each company. We surveyed, on average, three top management team members per company (range = 1–14). The top managers were, on average, 46 years old, had an organizational tenure of 12 years, and were mostly male (85%).

Measures

Unless stated otherwise, 7-point rating scales (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) were used. To justify the aggregation of individual measure at the organizational level, we inspected common aggregation statistics, such as the \( r_{cg} \) (James, Demaree, & Wolf, 1984) and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC1 and ICC2; Bliese, 2000).

Average work-related meaning (\( \alpha = .94; \) ICC1 = .07, \( p < .001; \) ICC2 = .71; median r_wg = .80). We used the three-item measure of work-related meaning developed by Spreitzer (1995) as part of her empowerment scale. A sample item was, “The work I do is important to me.” The individual answers were averaged as an additive model (Chan, 1998) to form one aggregated measure per company.

Average relative subjective age (ICC1 = .02, p < .001; ICC2 = .62; median r_wg = .96). To operationalize this measure, we asked all employees to report their chronological as well as their subjective age. The subjective age was measured by asking each employee how old he or she feels independently of his or her real age (Caudroit, Stephan, Chalabaev, & Le Šcanfi, 2012; Westerhof, Barrett, & Steverink, 2003). For the subjective age measure, the chronological age was subtracted from the subjective age (i.e., Barnes-Farrell & Piotrowski, 1989; Guiot, 2001; Stephan et al., 2012). A negative value indicated that an employee felt younger compared with his or her chronological age, and a positive value indicated that an employee felt older compared with his or her chronological age. We averaged these values as an additive model (Chan, 1998) at the company level to form an aggregated measure of subjective age per company.

Furthermore, we also established discriminant validity of the new measure and the conceptually related construct of self-efficacy. To measure self-efficacy, we used 4 items out of the general self-efficacy scale developed by Chen, Gully, and Eden (2001). First, the relative subjective age and the self-efficacy measure were only modestly correlated (\( r = .18; \) \( p = .06 \). Second, also a \( \chi^2 \) difference test for a model that constrained the correlation between the two measures to unity (1) and a model that allowed free correlations showed that the model with free correlation was better fitting (\( \Delta \chi^2 = 58.98, \Delta \nu = 1, p < .001 \)). In sum, these tests indicate that self-efficacy and relative subjective age are two distinct constructs.
Controls. In addition to the main study variables, we also controlled for a number of other factors that could relate to the study’s outcome variables and provide alternative explanations. First, we controlled for company size in terms of the number of employees (reported by the HR executives), because this might be related to employee attitudes and behaviors, as well as company performance (Ragins, Cotton, & Miller, 2000). Second, we controlled for company age (years since the foundation of the company), because this factor has shown to affect performance (Choi & Shepherd, 2005). Third, we also included the average organizational tenure as a control variable because not only average relative subjective age but also the experience of the employees might affect the level of individual goal accomplishment (Quiñones, Ford, & Teachout, 1995). Fourth, because other studies have shown that age diversity is related to organizational performance (Ilmakunnas & Ilmakunnas, 2011; Kunze et al., 2013), we decided to include it as control. Fifth, we also controlled for the current economic situation in the company, as assessed by the top HR representative (How problematic is the current economic situation at the location of your company, compared with other locations? 1 = not problematic; 7 = very problematic), because this might affect the company’s performance. Sixth, we also examined whether the company was experiencing staff shortage, because this could affect both a company’s age structure, as well as the overall performance (Homer & Griffin, 2006). We asked the top HR representative whether he or she agrees with the statement, “We are currently not able to complete orders/services because of a shortage of staff” (1 = totally disagree; 7 = totally agree). We also controlled for the average number of absenteeism days because of health-related problems per employee, as reported by the HR executives, because physical constitution might be another driver of subjective age (Hubley & Russell, 2009). Seventh, we also account for the how potential effects of physical and/or mental handicaps might affect the perceived age in organizations by controlling for the percentage of employees per company that reported to have disabilities. Finally, we included affiliation with five industry sectors—production, wholesale, retail, service, and finance—as dummy control variables, because industry affiliation can be related to organizational effectiveness (Dickson, Resick, & Hanges, 2006).

Analytical Techniques

To inspect the proposed hypotheses at the organizational level of analysis, we applied Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) techniques with the statistical package AMOS 20. As input for the SEM models, we used covariance matrix based on pairwise deletion. In line with the recommendation by Anderson and Gerbing (1988), we tested the measurement and structural relationships in two subsequent steps to prevent biased results. The interaction terms were modeled as standardized product terms of the manifest variables in the SEM models, and the interaction effects were also graphically inspected. To examine the mediation effect, we applied the procedure described by Taylor, MacKinnon, and Tein (2008) and used bootstrapping techniques to test for the indirect relationship directly. Finally, to inspect the conditional and unconditional indirect effects, we used a procedure similar to the one described by Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007) for regression analyses, and tested several additional SEM models with low (−1 SD) and high (+1 SD) deviation of the moderator.

Results

Table 1 shows the intercorrelations and descriptives (mean and SDs) of the study’s variables. For completeness, the correlation table also includes the relationship between the single factors of average chronological age and average subjective age, although they are not included in the main model. In line with Hypothesis 1, average relative subjective age was negatively related to average individual goal accomplishment in companies, \( r = -0.31, p \leq .001 \). As proposed by Hypothesis 3, average individual goal accomplishment was positively related to company performance, \( r = 0.27, p \leq .05 \). As predicted by Hypothesis 5, average work-related meaning was negatively related to average subjective age in companies, \( r = -0.24, p \leq .05 \). Overall, we did not observe high intercorrelations between any of the variables that could raise concerns about multicollinearity issues.

Measurement Model

The proposed measurement model includes three latent constructs (average work-related meaning, age-inclusive HR practices, environmental dynamism, and company performance) with 14 indicators and two manifest constructs (average relative subjective age, average individual goal accomplishment). In line with advice by Bentler (2007) and Hu and Bentler (1999), for samples smaller than 200 cases, we used two incremental fit indices—the comparative fit index (CFI) and the incremental fit index (IFI)—in combination with the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) to evaluate the overall model fit. We applied common cutoff values—below .08 for the RMSEA (Browne & Cudeck, 1993) and above .90 for the CFI and IFI—to assess the fit of our data to the proposed models. In addition, we used the Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1987) to compare different model solutions, with a lower AIC value indicating a better fit.

As indicated in Table 2, the hypothesized measurement model had a good overall model fit (\( \chi^2 = 136, df = 92; \text{CFI} = .93, \text{IFI} = .93, \text{RMSEA} = .07, \text{AIC} = 256 \)). In addition, it also compared favorably to three alternative models. First, alternative model 1 with all measures coming from the same source (average work-related meaning, average relative subjective age, and average individual goal accomplishment) loading on one factor had a significantly worse fit, indicating that the three measures were distinct. Second, alternative model 2 with all outcome measures included in the model (average relative subjective age, average individual goal accomplishment, and company performance) had a worse fit. Third, alternative model 3 with the two moderators (age-inclusive HR practices and environmental dynamism) loading on one common factor showed inferior fit properties. Finally, alternative model 4 with all items loading on one common factor had a worse fit. In sum, these results strengthened our confidence in the assumed measurement structure.

Structural Model

Hypotheses testing. In the second part of our analysis, we inspected the structural relationships proposed in Hypotheses 1–6. In line with the proceeding defined for regression analysis (Aiken & West, 1991), we first specified a model in which the moderation terms were restricted to zero, because the main effects might be
Table 1
Intercorrelations of Study Variables

| Variable                                      | $M$ | $SD$ | 1   | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   | 8   | 9   | 10  | 11  | 12  | 13  | 14  | 15  | 16  | 17  | 18  | 19  | 20  |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1. Average work-related meaning in companies | 5.89| .39  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 2. Average relative subjective age in companies | -4.41| 1.32  | -24* |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 3. Average individual goal accomplishment     | 8.34| 6.61  | -.19*| -.31***|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 4. Company performance                        | 5.60| .75   | -.26*| -.10  | .27*|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 5. Age-inclusive human resource practices     | 4.13| .65   | .12  | -.05  | .14  | .23*|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 6. Environmental dynamism                     | 3.05| 1.44  | -.13  | .24* | .08  | -.07  | .02  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 7. Average chronological age                 | 38.29| 4.20  | -.01  | -.64***| .08  | -.09  | -.20*| -.24*|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 8. Average subjective age                    | 33.70| 3.30  | -.05  | -.45**| .01  | -.16  | -.23*| -.24*| .95***|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 9. Company age                               | 37.77| 40.25 | .11  | -.03  | .00  | -.17  | -.01  | .02  | -.21*|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 10. Company size                             | 292.50| 506.41| -.19*| .08  | -.05  | -.12  | .04  | -.01  | -.04  | .04  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 11. Average company tenure                   | 7.41| 3.77  | -.09  | -.17  | -.15  | -.08  | -.24*| -.24*| -.61***| .67***| -.16  | .22**|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 12. Age diversity                            | 10.07| 1.84  | .14  | -.24*| -.18  | -.11  | -.11  | -.25  | .41***| .40***| -.07  | .07  | .43***|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 13. Economic situation                       | 2.88| 1.39  | -.08  | .08  | -.09  | -.16  | -.20*| -.01  | .08  | -.02  | -.11  | .12  | .04  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 14. Staff shortage                           | 2.33| 1.61  | .25**| .05  | -.03  | -.22*| -.03  | .11  | -.17  | -.19  | .23*| -.12  | -.30**| -.10  | .11  |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 15. Health-related absenteeism               | 2.62| 1.15  | -.12  | .34  | -.08  | .09  | -.09  | -.03  | .00  | .06  | -.13  | .42***| .14  | .07  | .21*| -.06  |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 16. Percentage disability                    | .03| .04  | -.22*| -.07  | -.03  | -.00  | -.16  | -.03  | .21*| .24*| -.23*| .07  | .15  | .04  | .29**| -.25  | .18  |     |     |     |     |     |
| 17. Industry production                      | .22| .42  | -.07  | .09  | -.36***| -.13  | -.09  | -.21*| .08  | .14  | .08  | .08  | .41***| .40***| -.07  | .07  | .43***|     |     |     |     |     |
| 18. Industry wholesale                        | .11| .32  | -.09  | -.16  | .15  | .18  | -.17  | .01  | .20*| .17  | -.05  | -.03  | .09  | .13  | -.11  | -.09  | .04  | -.17  | -.19*|     |     |     |
| 19. Industry retail                           | .04| .19  | .27**| .03  | -.20*| .03  | -.01  | .01  | -.14  | -.14  | .05  | -.08  | -.20*| .03  | .09  | .05  | .03  | -.02  | -.11  | -.07  |     |     |
| 20. Industry service                          | .52| .50  | -.06  | .02  | .24*| -.03  | .13  | .16  | -.10  | -.11  | .11  | -.01  | -.35***| -.39***| .09  | .21*| .01  | .06  | -.56***| -.31**| -.21*|     |     |
| 21. Industry finance                          | .10| .31  | -.03  | .01  | .03  | .02  | .01  | .02  | -.02  | -.04  | -.05  | .01  | .09  | .17  | -.09  | -.01  | .13  | -.06  | .18  | -.12  | -.07  | -.36***|     |     |

*p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001.
confounded by the interaction term. In two subsequent steps, we added the two moderation terms to the model to inspect the incremental explained variance by these factors. We specified the three-path mediation model (Hypothesized model A) following the advice of Taylor et al. (2008) by including all indirect effects specified in Hypotheses 1, 3, and 5, as well as a direct relationship between the study variables (i.e., average relative subjective age and company performance). As shown in Table 3, this mediation-only model showed good model fit properties ($\chi^2 = 370$, $df = 251$; $CFI = .90$, $IFI = .91$, RMSEA = .07; AIC = 922).

In this model, all hypothesized relationships were significant and in the proposed direction (for details see Figure 2). In line with Hypotheses 1 and 3, average relative subjective age was negatively linked to average individual goal accomplishment ($\beta = -.26$, $t = -2.83$, $p \leq .01$), and average individual goal accomplishment was positively linked to company performance ($\beta = .22$, $t = 1.99$, $p \leq .05$). Supporting Hypothesis 5, average work-related meaning was positively related to average relative subjective age in companies ($\beta = .24$, $t = -2.35$, $p \leq .05$). Because all these proposed relationships were significant, we also examined whether average individual goal accomplishment mediated the indirect relationship between average relative subjective age and company performance, following the proposed Hypothesis 4a. For that purpose, we used 1,000 bootstrapping samples in AMOS, which indicated a significant positive effect of that relationship ($\beta = .205$, $95\%$ bias corrected confidence interval [BCCI] $[-.182, -.001]$), fully supporting Hypothesis 4a.

In a second step, we specified an additional model (hypothesized model B), which allowed the interaction term of age-inclusive HR practices and average work-related meaning to load on the average relative subjective age in companies to test Hypothesis 6. Compared with the hypothesized model A, the hypothesized model 6 showed increased fit properties ($\Delta \chi^2 = 4$, $\Delta df = 1$, $p \leq .05$; $AIC = 920$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$\Delta \chi^2$</th>
<th>$\Delta df$</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized model</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 1: Same one factor</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>24**</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 2: All outcomes one factor</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>29***</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 3: Moderators one factor</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>53***</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 4: One common factor</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>167***</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CFI = comparative fit index; IFI = incremental fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; AIC = Akaike information criterion. $n = 107$. The three alternative measurement models are compared to the hypothesized measurement model. The lowest AIC value shows the best-fitting model.

$^{**}p \leq .01$. $^{***}p \leq .001$; chi-difference statistic compared with the hypothesized model.

3 Because the information on subjective age and individual goal accomplishment were collected from the same employees in each company, a common source bias might have inflated this relationship (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012). To control for this potential issue, we executed a post hoc random sample split of our data. For that purpose, two 50% random samples were drawn in each company, one to aggregate the subjective age measure and one to aggregate the goal accomplishment measure. With those two newly formed variables from independent sources, we then specified an alternative model in which the relationship remained significant at a two-sided 5% level and in the expected direction ($\beta = -.18$, $t = -1.72$, $p \leq .05$). As we proposed a directed hypothesis for that relationship, we think that one-sided significant test, which is then below the 5% threshold, is reasonable. This finding strengthened our confidence that common source bias was not a major concern for the relationship between average relative subjective age and average individual goal accomplishment.

4 A similar argument as in footnote one about a potential common method bias might be raised about the relationship between average work-related meaning and average relative subjective age, as these two measures were also collected from the same group of employees. As a consequence, we also performed a post hoc split sample approach. This time, we used the randomization procedure that was already implemented in the data collection procedure. Consequently, we used the randomly selected 25% of the employees in each company to form the average work-related meaning measure and the remaining 75% of the employees in each company to form the average relative subjective age measure. With those two newly formed measures, we then specified an alternative model in which the relationship remained stable and significant ($\beta = -.19$, $t = -2.03$, $p \leq .05$). In sum, based on this robustness test, we concluded that common method variance is also unlikely to be a major bias for the relationship between average work-related meaning and average relative subjective age.

Table 2
Measurement Model Comparison
In addition, the relationship of the moderator term with average relative subjective age was significant ($\beta = .19$, $t = 1.93$, $p = .05$), and it increased the explained variance in average relative subjective age by 3%. Figure 4 shows a graphical illustration of the moderation effect, indicating that the negative relation between average work-related meaning and relative subjective age in companies seems to be present only when the age-inclusive HR practices are high, whereas under the condition of low age-inclusive HR practices, this relationship is almost zero. These graphical observations are also supported by simple slope testing, which showed that the high slope for age-inclusive HR practices is significant ($\beta = .49$, $t = 3.20$, $p = .01$), whereas the low slope for age-inclusive HR practices is not significant ($\beta = .09$, $t = .54$, $ns$). In sum, these results fully support Hypothesis 6.

Table 3). In addition, the relationship of the moderator term with average relative subjective age was significant ($\beta = -.19$, $t = -1.93$, $p \leq .05$), and it increased the explained variance in average relative subjective age by 3%. Figure 4 shows a graphical illustration of the moderation effect, indicating that the negative relation between average work-related meaning and relative subjective age in companies seems to be present only when the age-inclusive HR practices are high, whereas under the condition of low age-inclusive HR practices, this relationship is almost zero. These graphical observations are also supported by simple slope testing, which showed that the high slope for age-inclusive HR practices is significant ($\beta = -.49$, $t = -3.20$, $p \leq .01$), whereas the low slope for age-inclusive HR practices is not significant ($\beta = .09$, $t = .54$, $ns$). In sum, these results fully support Hypothesis 6.

**Table 3**

Structural Model Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/df</th>
<th>$\Delta \chi^2$</th>
<th>$\Delta df$</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized model A: Mediation-only model</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized model B: Age-inclusive HR measures moderation</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>4**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized model C: Dynamic environment moderation</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>4**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nested models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 1: No-controls model</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>63**</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 2: Reversed mediation</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonnested models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 3: Mean age mediator</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 4: Chronological age as control</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative model 5: Average chronological age as moderator</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>29**</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CFI = comparative fit index; IFI = incremental fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; AIC = Akaike information criterion; HR = human resources. $n = 107$. The hypothesized model B and C are compared with the hypothesized model A. The alternative models are compared with the hypothesized model C.

*p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .01. ***p ≤ .001.

![Figure 2: Summary of results. Note. N = 107; ** p ≤ .01, * p ≤ .05; squared multiple correlations are in parentheses.](image-url)
Robustness tests. As shown in Table 3, we also evaluated a number of alternative models to inspect the robustness of our findings. In particular, we compared our assumed superior model solution (hypothesized model C; with the lowest AIC value) with four alternative model solutions. First, a no-controls model (alternative model 1) in which all paths of the control variables to the three outcome measure were restricted to zero had a worse fit (AIC = 940). In addition, in this model, all core hypothesized relationships remained significant at the 5% level and in the right direction, ruling out the possibility of impotent control variables biasing the results. Second, an alternative model in which the order of the two process variables (average relative subjective age, average individual goal accomplishment) changed (alternative model 2) by including only the relationships among average work-related meaning and average individual goal accomplishment, and average relative subjective age and company performance also had a worse fit (AIC = 925).

Third, in an alternative model in which the average chronological age replaced the average relative subjective age as a focal mediator variable (alternative model 3), the indirect relationship between average individual goal accomplishment and company performance mediated through average chronological-age was not significant ($\beta = -.01; 95\% \text{ BCCI} \{.051, -.154\}$). Fourth, in an alternative model that included average chronological age as a control variable (alternative model 4), the relationship between average relative subjective age and average individual goal accomplishment remained negative and significant ($\beta = -.37, t = -2.97, p \leq .01$), and the average chronological age had no effect on the average individual goal accomplishment ($\beta = -.13, t = -1.19, \text{ ns}$). This result strengthened our confidence that indeed the relative subjective age is driving our relationship beyond any effect of chronological age. Finally, we also inspected whether the relationship of average relative subjective age with average goal accomplishment would be different in companies with a chronologically old or young workforce, by specifying an alternative model (alternative model 5) in which the employees’ chronological age was specified as a moderator for that relationship. The interaction term was found to be nonsignificant ($\beta = .09, t = 1.07, \text{ ns}$), indicating that the average relative subjective age relates negatively to average individual goal accomplishment, independently of the average chronological age of the workforce.

Discussion
In this study, we hypothesized, and empirically demonstrated that the average relative subjective age in companies affects the average level of successful goal accomplishment of employees, which is an important prerequisite for the overall company performance. In other words, an organizational workforce that feels younger than their chronological age benefits the performance of the company as a whole. However, this performance effect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of environmental dynamism</th>
<th>Bootstrapped point estimates</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boot</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-.023</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-.058</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>-.114</td>
<td>.077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
average relative subjective age was significant only when the environment dynamism in which a company operates was high rather than low. We also identified the average level of perceived work-related meaning as an antecedent of average relative subjective age. If employees on average perceive their work to be meaningful, they are likely to feel fully integrated in the working process, which relates negatively to subjective age. This, however, only happens in companies that through age-inclusive HR practices ensure that no age-based stigmatization or biases are present.

**Theoretical Contributions and Future Research Directions**

This research has several important theoretical implications. First, we extend the literature on the age/job performance relationship (Ng & Feldman, 2008) by showing that relative subjective age is more likely to relate to the average individual goal accomplishment and ultimately the performance of the company as a whole than chronological age. Our results indicate that considering relative subjective age in organizations, as a more advanced measure of age, is a promising way to move forward in this area of research. For example, it may help clarify prior inconsistent findings in the literature on the age/job performance relationship (Ng & Feldman, 2008; Ng & Feldman, 2010). Previous findings have indicated that chronological age has a null or even positive relationship to job performance and other work-related outcomes, which is in contrast with the often stereotypically expected negative relationships (Ng & Feldman, 2008; Ng & Feldman, 2010). Our study suggests that adapting one’s subjective age, as a self enhancement strategy, might help to sustain or even extend their instrumental performance behavior, so that chronological age is less consequential for work outcomes.

We note, however, that we only tested average instrumental performance related behavior as a mediator between average relative subjective age and company performance. We would speculate that other factors such as prosocial work behaviors (e.g., organizational citizenship behavior) might be related to average relative subjective age in an opposite direction (i.e., positively). Based on our conceptual reasoning using SST theory, we expect that lowering employees’ relative subjective age increases the focus on long-term instrumental goals at the expenses of short-term social and emotional rewarding goals, and that this would be positively related to prosocial work behaviors. We would encourage researchers to include prosocial work attitudes and behaviors in future studies as a competitive mediator in the relationship between average relative subjective age and company performance. In addition, given the behavior and performance consequences of average relative subjective age shown in our study, we would be interested to see more research on the measurement and operationalization of relative subjective age. While we simply asked for each employee’s subjective age conception future research might consider asking how old an individual perceive to be relative to his work group and/or include the “ages of me” conception, which differentiates between look and feel age (Kastenbaum, Derbin, Sabatini, & Artt, 1972).

Second, by developing and testing a new organizational level theoretical framework on relative subjective age, we provide a starting point for researchers who are interested in organizational-level processes in this area. In particular, we applied SOC theory (Baltes & Baltes, 1990) and SST (Carstensen et al., 1999) to explain aging processes in whole organizations, whereas prior research had primarily used these theories to explain individual aging and development processes. Given our results, remaining longer in a growth and maintenance phase and keeping an open-ended future perspective could be a worthwhile strategy for aging employees in companies to stabilize their productive behavior and contribute to the overall performance of the organization.

Various factors may contribute to employees developing similar perceptions of age in organizations, among which are organization-specific age norms (Lawrence, 2004), collective sense-making processes around age perceptions (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014), social comparison processes (Greenberg et al., 2007), as well as mechanisms of attraction, selection, and attention (Schneider, 1987). In addition, the specific occupational structure of organizations may also shape common age identities: some organizations might be dominated by some specific tasks and job designs that favor a lower or higher relative subjective age of their workforces. We further explained the theoretical mechanism in aging organizational workforces by introducing environmental dynamism as a prominent organizational level moderator of the age/job performance relationship. Lowering the collective age identity through SOC and SST is especially relevant if a company operates in a dynamic environment, because this requires employees to stay flexible and adaptive in all life stages to maintain their productivity.

Third, we also add significantly to the emerging literature on the effects of age configurations on company performance (Choi & Rainey, 2010; Ilmakunnas & Ilmakunnas, 2011; Kunze et al., 2011, 2013). We extend the knowledge from existing studies, which considered only average chronological age and chronological age diversity as drivers of organizational processes and performance. We show that relative subjective age configurations also matter for organizational performance and even suppress the previously reported findings of chronological age. Therefore, we recommend including information on the relative subjective age in future studies on age configurations in organizations. In particular, we would find it interesting to also consider subjective age as a diversity factor in organizations. While previous research has identified age diversity as a factor that increases age-based discrimination in companies, which in turn decreases performance (Kunze et al., 2011), we would propose that subjective age-diversity might lower this effect. If, for example, feeling younger is a consistent age-identity throughout an organization, it might work as a criterion that can bridge diversity (Gratton, Voigt, & Erickson, 2007) and prevent age-based subgroup formation that is responsible for the negative effects of chronological age diversity in organizations.

Finally, we also open up a new field for research on potential antecedents of average relative subjective age in organizations. Within the theoretical logic of Barnes-Farrell and Piotrowski (1991), we argued that factors that create a discrepancy between common stereotypes for a given age group and the perceived age self-concept of the employees would lower the average relative subjective age. As the first factor at the organizational level, we introduced and empirically tested average work-related meaning as an important factor in creating a gap between common stereotypes about aging employees (“less valuable for work processes and the company overall”) and the perception of the aging employees,
which lowered the average relative subjective age. Furthermore, we also identified age-inclusive HR practices as a crucial organizational level boundary condition that enables the relationship between purposeful work content and lower subjective age to prosper by creating a positive and nondiscriminatory age climate in organizations. These HR practices seem to create an organizational environment free from age biases, enabling aging employees to form a self-concept of age, which considerably differs from their chronological age. Although we controlled for a number of other individual (i.e., health status, disability) and organizational characteristics (i.e., economic situation, diversity criteria, industry sectors) that might affect the average subjective age perceptions in companies, this list is not inclusive, given the large number of correlates of subjective age identified in gerontological research (Baum & Boxley, 1983; Montepare, 2009). Future studies might therefore also consider other factors that might function as antecedents of average subjective age in companies. Candidates might be, for example, some obvious physical, cognitive factors such as premature balding or graying, athleticism or conscientiousness. Future researcher might inspect how some or all of these factors affect self-perceived age discrepancies in organizations (as assessed in our study) or age discrepancies as perceived by social environment (i.e., colleagues, supervisors) as a potential extension for future studies.

Furthermore, future research may also consider using experimental or quasi-experimental research designs to give organizations a lever to improve their average relative subjective age levels. Based on our conceptual framework of SOC and SST, future studies might research whether, for example, specific career development programs (i.e., a career perspective seminars for employees at the beginning of each life decade) that are implemented in some randomly selected areas of organizations might have an effect on the future time perspective and SOC behaviors in these organizational areas and thereby also impact the average relative subjective age identities.

Limitations

As in other empirical studies, our research has methodological limitations. First, the specific nature of our sample of German companies might have biased our results, because some scholars have proposed that attitudes toward age are culturally constructed and that youthfulness as a societal goal is specific for Western cultures (Catterall & Maclaran, 2001). Following this argumentation, our sample from a Western, industrialized country might have worked in favor of our hypotheses. Recent empirical research, however, has challenged the notion of youthfulness as an exclusive Western phenomenon by showing that the concept of younger desired subjective age was prevalent in many different societies, including developed Western countries (i.e., Switzerland, United States, United Kingdom) and emerging eastern (i.e., South Korea, China, and India) and Latin American societies (i.e., Brazil) (Barak, 2009). The average difference between subjective and chronological age, however, differed from almost 10 years in the United Kingdom to only 10 months in China. In light of these results, we would highly encourage future researchers to replicate and extend our findings in multicultural samples.

Second, because our research applied a cross-sectional design, we cannot fully prevent concerns about reversed causality. This might be particularly worrisome for the core relationship of our study between average subjective age and average individual goal accomplishment. Therefore, we performed a further robustness test to control for a potential endogeneity bias, which is a main threat for causality (Antonakis, Bendahan, Jacquart, & Lalive, 2010). For that purpose, we used an instrumental variable approach with two-stage least square (2SLS) estimation techniques (Antonakis et al., 2010) as a final robustness check for our results. In this 2SLS model, we used average chronological age and average organizational tenure as instrumental variables, because they showed higher correlations with average relative subjective age and lower relationships with average goal accomplishment. These two variables were then used to predict average subjective age in a first regression analysis. The $F$ statistics ($48.76; p < .001$) and the $R^2$ value (.45) were above the threshold for weak instruments (Stock, Wright, & Yogo, 2002). In a second step, the standardized predicted values from the first regression model were used to replace the average relative subjective age measure in a further SEM model. In this model, the relationship between the instrumented variable and average goal accomplishment remained negative and significant on a 5% level (one-sided; $β = −1.76, t = −1.76, p ≤ .05$). This result strengthened our confidence that endogeneity was not a major bias for our results and thus also causality is likely to flow in our theoretical proposed direction. Nonetheless, we encourage future researchers to replicate our study with longitudinal, experimental, and/or quasi-experimental designs.

Third, our subjective assessment of company performance might raise concerns about the validity and reliability of our central outcome measure (Starbuck, 2004). Indeed, objective and publicly available performance measures would have been a desirable source of the organizational performance measure. Unfortunately, most companies in our sample were small- to medium-sized, privately owned, and did not publish any objective performance measures. However, numerous studies have shown that subjective measures are also a valid source of company performance (Wall et al., 2004), and members of the top management team can be considered especially reliable informants for this measure. In sum, we can thus conclude that the performance measure we used is appropriate for our specific sample structure; however, future studies may apply objective performance measures, particularly for large and publically listed companies, to strengthen and extend our preliminary findings.

Practical Implications

This study also has important practical implications. First, we showed that average relative subjective age and not “merely” the average chronological age of the workforce drives performance outcomes at the organizational level of analysis. This is particularly important in light of the demographic change that confronts many companies in Western industrialized countries with an increasingly aging workforce. Our results imply that companies should perhaps worry less about the chronological aging of their employees, but rather undertake measures that stimulate their workforce to feel younger than their chronological age, especially, if they are operating in a dynamic external environment. As such, our results alter the “threat” of the demographic shift as an inevitable demographic aging of the workforce that endangers overall
productivity to an “opportunity” that can be actively managed through organizational factors.

Our results indicate that ensuring meaningful tasks for employees from all age groups can be an important way to increase the discrepancy between chronological and subjective age throughout the company. This implies that task designs and leadership behaviors need to focus on stimulating high levels of work-related meaning. Tasks could be designed to have a high level of autonomy in decision-making and to have an effect on performance-oriented behavior through work-related behavior both inside and outside the organization (Holbeche & Springett, 2004). Practical actions to increase the meaningfulness of a task could include job enlargement (i.e., increasing the scope of job by adding responsibilities and tasks on the same level) and especially job enrichment (i.e., redesigning a job that is more challenging and involves less repetitive tasks; Parker, 1998). Companies should in particular focus on these actions for blue-collar, production jobs, which often involve limited variation and autonomy. In addition, executives in the organization should be sensitized for their key role in creating a meaningful work environment, since leadership is often defined as the “management of meaning” (Smirich & Morgan, 1982).

Furthermore, our results also indicate that specific HR-practices are important boundary conditions for work-related meaning to translate into lower relative subjective age throughout a company. Therefore, companies should invest in institutionalized age-inclusive HR management practices (Boehm et al., 2014) that foster a positive attitude and climate toward age throughout the company. Companies should assess whether their recruitment policies, their training and development program, their career management systems, and their leadership trainings indeed target an age diverse workforce, signifying that employees from all age groups have equal access to these HR management practices. Concrete actions for companies may include assessing the training participation of different age groups or assessing which career paths are open and taken by which age group of their workforce. Furthermore, leadership trainings programs should explicitly address the active role of executives for creating an age bias free environment within organizations.

Conclusion

Because the workforce in most industrialized countries is rapidly aging, knowledge on the age and aging processes affecting performance outcomes in companies is a key prerequisite for future prosperity. This study developed and tested new theory, which suggests that the organizational level discrepancy between average subjective age and average chronological age matters for average goal accomplishment and ultimately the overall company performance, particularly in companies operating in a dynamic external environment. Furthermore, we also put forward theory about organizational level antecedents that affect the relative subjective age in organizations by testing whether perceived work related meaning reduces the subjective age of a company’s workforce, especially if it is backed by age-inclusive HR practices. In sum, we develop a new company-level theoretical framework on average relative subjective age, which shows that the aging of the workforce can be managed actively, providing a good base for fruitful future research on the consequences of the demographic change in companies.
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